The control of TB is a global health priority. Over the last decade, considerable progress has been made in the field of TB vaccines with numerous vaccine candidates entering the clinic and two candidates now in Phase IIb efficacy trials. Nevertheless, the lack of predictive animal models and biomarkers of TB vaccine efficacy prevents rational vaccine down-selection and necessitates prolonged and expensive clinical efficacy trials in target populations. Advances in molecular technology and progress in the development of human as well as animal mycobacterial challenge models make the identification of one or more immune correlates of protection a genuine prospect over the next decade. Moreover, the increasing pace, extent and coordination of global research efforts in TB promises to broaden understanding and inform the next generation of vaccine candidates against TB as well as related globally important pathogens.
The field of TB vaccine research has reached a pivotal moment. Ten years ago, the prospect of obtaining data to suggest that a new vaccine could protect humans against TB was poor. Not one new TB vaccine had entered clinical trials since the BCG vaccine, known to be inconsistently protective against pulmonary TB, was first administered in 1921 [1] . Progress has gathered pace since 2002 when the first novel TB vaccine entered Phase I clinical trials. To date, 15 different candidate vaccines have been tested clinically through many dozens of Phase I and Phase II clinical trials [101] . The two most advanced of these candidates are currently being evaluated in Phase IIb efficacy trials. Impressively, the prospect of efficacy data on a new TB vaccine, which appeared so elusive a decade ago, is only months away.
The scale of this progress could not have been anticipated. However, we are still far from the ultimate goal of licensing a universally effective pre-exposure TB vaccine strategy with which to eliminate TB. Whether or not the first-generation vaccines currently advancing through the development pipeline exhibit any protective efficacy, it is unclear whether a single vaccine will be capable of preventing all stages of TB in all populations. Mycobacterium tuberculosis is a complex pathogen and its interactions with the human immune system are multifaceted and incompletely understood. It might not have been necessary to fund the progression of several novel vaccine candidates as far down the development pipeline as Phase I and II clinical trials if immune correlates of protection or predictive animal models were available for early stage vaccine evaluation. Thus, numerous challenges remain before we have a new TB vaccine that can begin to exert a positive impact upon the global burden of TB [2] .
The current context of efforts to develop improved TB vaccines could not be more relevant. Presently, approximately 1.5 million people continue to die each year from TB and 9 million new cases are identified. The current decline in incidence is estimated to be as little as 1% per year, while the absolute number of cases worldwide continues to rise [102] . The World Health Assembly declared TB a global health emergency in 1990, which brought an infectious disease that had been neglected for many decades into sharp focus. The United Nations' Sixth Millennium Development Goal, announced in 2000, is to reverse TB incidence by 2015 [103] . This was followed by the launch of the WHO Global Plan to Stop TB in 2006, which additionally targets a halving of global prevalence and mortality rates by 2015 compared with 1990 levels, and Review by 2050, a reduction in the global incidence of TB disease to less than one per million of the population, thus eliminating TB as a public health problem [104] . However, despite these calls to action, and most notably the partial success of programs to improve upon poor access to, and monitoring of, short course anti-TB drug therapy, the rising incidence of TB has not yet reversed in all world regions. An alarmingly high number of TB cases and deaths are attributable to HIV infection, with multidrug and extensively drug-resistant TB intensifying the crisis. BCG, the only licensed TB vaccine, has a highly variable protective efficacy and is unsafe in HIV-infected people.
There is a powerful case for continued efforts to develop a universally efficacious TB vaccination strategy. Immunization is considered the most cost-effective health intervention for tackling the TB epidemic and new vaccines are a critical component in the Global Plan to Stop TB. An efficacious pre-exposure vaccine is deemed crucial for eliminating TB [3] . It is notable that to date, the only successful global eradication of an infectious disease (smallpox) was achieved by vaccination. The near-success of the polio eradication campaign has also been achieved by effective vaccination.
The goal of this review is to describe the current status of the field of TB vaccine development and address the key priorities, challenges and potential solutions on the horizon in the next decade of research.
Current status of the TB vaccine pipeline
According to the first Blueprint for Tuberculosis Vaccine Development published in 2000, "A long-term commitment to develop an effective vaccine against TB is required, with the recognition that it will be a major and difficult scientific challenge" [4] . At that time, a number of vaccine candidates were emerging and being screened in small animal models but none had moved beyond the preclinical stage. This burst of activity was in part driven by the sequencing of the M. tuberculosis genome a few years earlier, which had identified an enormous range of antigens for screening as potential vaccine immunogens, and also by the availability of recombinant technology [5] . In September 2002, a recombinant modified vaccinia virus Ankara (MVA) expressing Antigen 85A, MVA85A, was the first novel TB vaccine to enter clinical development. Since 2002, 14 other candidate TB vaccines have followed MVA85A into clinical development and ten preexposure vaccine candidates are currently being actively evaluated [101] . These comprise one recombinant live mycobacterial vaccine designed to replace current BCG and nine subunit vaccines for boosting BCG and are listed in Table 1 . Two further vaccines have recently received support for clinical evaluation.
Live & subunit TB vaccines in current development
The purpose of a recombinant live whole mycobacterial vaccine is to replace existing BCG with either an improved version of BCG, an attenuated strain of M. tuberculosis, or another recombinant mycobacterial species. The leading vaccine product in active clinical development is VPM1002, which is a strain of BCG Prague engineered to express listeriolysin from Listeria monocytogenes, together with deletion of urease expression, the purpose of which is to enhance cross-priming of CD8 + T cells by BCG through the MHC class 1 pathway [6] . This candidate vaccine has progressed to Phase IIa trials in South African infants (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01479972) [105] . Two other recombinant BCG vaccines have entered Phase I trials, rBCG30 and Aeras 422, but these candidates are not currently active.
In contrast with live vaccines, subunit vaccines are intended to be administered after BCG and designed to boost the priming effect of BCG by delivering one or more potentially protective mycobacterial antigens, also present in BCG, in an immunogenic construct such as a fusion protein with adjuvant or a recombinant viral vector (e.g., poxvirus or adenovirus). This strategy is termed heterologous prime-boost immunization. MVA85A, the most advanced candidate TB vaccine along the pipeline, consists of a MVA attenuated poxvirus vector that is replication deficient and engineered to express Antigen 85A, an immunodominant protein secreted by M. tuberculosis and conserved in all other mycobacteria including BCG. Initial Phase I trials were designed After MVA85A, the next most advanced vaccine candidate is Aeras-402, which has recently entered a Phase IIb efficacy trial in BCG-vaccinated infants (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01198366) [105] . It is a recombinant adenovirus 35 vector that expresses three antigens: 85A, 85B and 10.4. Adenoviral constructs are known to induce high levels of CD8 + T cells, which are considered important for protection. However, a disadvantage with the use of recombinant adenoviral strains is that circulating wild-type human adenoviruses can lead to natural infection and pre-existing neutralizing antibodies and cellular immunity in the population, which could abrogate immune responses to vaccination. Selection of low seroprevalence adenoviral subtypes such as Ad35 may partially overcome this problem [11] . Ultimately, a combination of MVA and adenoviral vector vaccines may be preferential to induce satisfactory levels of both CD4 + and CD8 + T cells, and such prime-boost regimens have been successfully optimized in malaria vaccine development [12] . Recombinant fusion proteins also permit efficient delivery of M. tuberculosis antigens, shared with BCG, to the immune system. They consist of one or more fused antigens rationally selected for their specific immunogenic properties and diseasestage expression profile. However, these products rarely induce sufficiently potent and durable immunity alone unless formulated with an adjuvant. Fortunately, new adjuvant preparations have recently emerged that incorporate immunostimulators (e.g., pattern recognition receptor ligands, cytokines and bacterial cell wall components) in novel vehicles (e.g., oil-in-water emulsions, particulates and multimers) to achieve tailored enhancement of Th1-type cell-mediated immunity. One example is Intercell's (Vienna, Austria) proprietary IC31 adjuvant, which is employed in three separate fusion protein candidates: HyVac 4, Hybrid 56 and Hybrid 1. Hybrid 1 is also being evaluated with another liposomal adjuvant formulation called cationic adjuvant formulation 01. Ongoing safety and immunogenicity trials will determine which of these fusion protein-adjuvant combinations will be most suitable for Phase IIb efficacy assessment. Of note, Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 56 may be less attractive because they both contain ESAT-6, which could confound the diagnosis of latent M. tuberculosis infection [13] . There are several fusion protein candidates in clinical development. The most advanced is M72, which is a fusion protein of the two M. tuberculosis antigens Rv1196 and Rv0125, being developed by GlaxoSmithKline. The adjuvant used was initially AS02 but is now being used with AS01, a liposomal compound containing 3-O-desacyl-4´-monophosphoryl lipid A [14] . The next novel protein expected to enter clinical trials is the 21-kDa heparin-binding hemagglutinin purified from BCG [101] .
Next-generation vaccines
The next generation of vaccine products is likely to feature both variations on existing technology and new approaches. Novel vectors such as lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus, para influenza virus type 2 and Sendai virus are appearing on the preclinical horizon, while the portfolio of live vaccines is set to expand with numerous mycobacterial species and BCG strains as well as other recombinant bacteria undergoing preclinical testing [15, 101] . Rapid, systematic and unbiased methods of antigen identification and characterization should accelerate and refine rational selection of immunogenic candidates from a wider repertoire. This will be crucial as multiple stimulatory, regulatory and inhibitory epitopes may be necessary to achieve protection. Concurrently, adjuvants and delivery systems for these antigens are expected to continue to expand in number and intricacy. Furthermore, elegant basic science discoveries by pioneering investigators at the cutting edge are also opening new avenues, as recently exemplified by Sweeney et al., who experimentally replaced the ESX3 secretion system protein in wild-type Mycobacterium smegmatis with the orthologous ESX3 from M. tuberculosis [16] . This unexpectedly conferred robust protection and even sterilizing immunity in M. tuberculosis challenged mice without restoring virulence. Known as IKEPLUS, this innovative vaccine still requires extensive preclinical evaluation before clinical investigations can begin. Another promising approach has been the development of live auxotrophic mutant strains of M. tuberculosis as potential vaccine platforms. The leading candidate includes targeted PhoP and fadD26 gene deletions resulting in a highly attenuated M. tuberculosis strain that exhibits protective efficacy in mice, guinea pigs and nonhuman primates [17] [18] [19] . This vaccine candidate is soon expected to begin Phase I clinical trials.
The journey so far
Having summarized the current status of TB vaccines, the authors now briefly consider the past decade of progress, which can be represented by the annual change since 2002 in the number of candidate TB vaccines within each phase of active clinical development. This is depicted in Figure 1 .
The sigmoidal shape of the graph suggests that while the total number of vaccine candidates in active clinical development is now higher than ever, this is not matched by continued growth at all phases of the pipeline. It shows an initial period of exponential growth in vaccine candidates undergoing Phase I and then Phase II trials (for reasons discussed above) followed by a slowdown in new products entering the clinical pipeline in recent years and a flattening off in the number of vaccines progressing to the next advanced phase of development. This is despite the healthy number of vaccine candidates poised at the preclinical stage. The
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Review StopTB pipeline 2011 lists five products currently in preclinical development that are now being manufactured under good manufacturing practice conditions, in preparation for clinical assessment, and a further 35 next-generation vaccine candidates in early stage evaluation, more than in the previous 4 years [101] .
Multiple factors may underlie this observation. First, not all vaccines have progressed equally successfully. One vaccine has been withdrawn for safety concerns and development is no longer active for at least one more candidate. Second, supply factors are at play. The current financial downturn has been cited as a contributory factor; there was a 29% decline in funding dedicated to TB vaccine research recorded between 2009 and 2010 [104] . The 2010 funding figure for TB vaccines was US$78.4 million, a small sum considering the estimated US$3 million required to take a new vaccine through Phase I development, US$18 million required for Phase IIa and US$48 million for Phase IIb (Phase III trials are estimated to cost up to US$265m) [20] [21] [22] . Alongside the financial bottleneck is an important capacity bottleneck with a shortage of Phase IIb trial capacity in high-incidence endemic countries. These issues will impact upon the rate of progress at each level of vaccine evaluation.
Third, the slowdown in pipeline growth may represent an appropriate intellectual response given our current limitations in scientific knowledge. Without a correlate of protection or a predictive animal model with which to select new candidates for evaluation, it would be understandable if investigators and funders did not actively push forward with next-generation Phase I testing on the basis of preclinical findings alone, and the initiation of new Phase II trials may be seen as unwise at a time when the first human efficacy data are imminent. Whether the first efficacy results turn out to be positive, negative or intermediate, they will surely provide insight and guidance for the next generation of vaccines as well as those already in the pipeline. Paradoxically, only through efficacy trials will proposed correlates be validated. Thus, the shape of cumulative vaccine development in the last 10 years may be explained by fundamental gaps of scientific understanding as well as by resource limitations. These are the knowledge gaps that need to be urgently targeted in the coming years in order to transform the nascent TB vaccine pipeline into a more informed, coordinated and iterative process.
The next 10 years: addressing the knowledge gaps
Protection from most vaccine-preventable infectious diseases is mediated by neutralizing antibody induced by vaccination or natural exposure to the pathogen, which usually achieves sterilizing immunity. Vaccine efficacy for these diseases can therefore be predicted by assaying this simple surrogate biomarker, and is epitomized by a group C meningococcal vaccine which has been successfully licensed in the UK prior to availability of efficacy data on the basis of a serum bacteriocidal assay alone [23] . However, several obstacles prevent a similar approach being adopted for TB.
Understanding natural infection
Natural exposure to M. tuberculosis does not induce sterilizing immunity. While a significant proportion of exposed individuals may achieve rapid clearance of M. tuberculosis after exposure to infected household contacts, many individuals progress to chronic latent infection, of which 10% are ultimately susceptible to active TB disease. In the other 90%, it is not understood how latent TB infection appears to confer nonsterilizing protection against the development of active disease. It is remarkable that successfully treated TB patients remain susceptible to exogenous reinfection, possibly more so than the general population [24, 25] . Detailed modeling of the complexities of natural M. tuberculosis transmission and precise definition of the different disease entities is therefore critical for vaccine development. Population studies in at-risk cohorts have been hampered by moderate sample sizes, the quirks of the tuberculin skin test and a lack of diagnostic biomarkers for distinguishing between infection, clearance of infection and active disease. Thus, accurate pinpointing of innate and adaptive human immune responses which are important for rapid clearance or control of M. tuberculosis, and which could be of great relevance for a pre-exposure vaccine, has not been possible. Innovative approaches to modeling disease transmission are now being made. A controlled guinea pig model of natural infection using exhaust air from TB inpatient wards has begun to shed light on rates of acute resolution of infection and disease progression [26] . Meanwhile, through a mouse model of TB reinfection, insights are being gained into the subsets of immune cells mediating susceptibility to exogenous reinfection [27] .
Understanding protective immunity
Another obstacle preventing the application of the classical approach to TB vaccines is an incomplete understanding of which components of the host immune response are essential, and which are sufficient, to achieve protection; unlike for most licensed vaccines, an important role for antibodies has not been identified in vaccine-induced protection against TB. Over the last decades, an 'outline map' of the key components of protective immunity Review to TB has been delineated through observational studies of mycobacterial susceptibility in humans coupled with experimental studies in small animals. Th1-type cytokines including IFN-γ and TNF-α, and T-cell subtypes including CD4 + T cells and CD8 + T cells as well as multiple cytokine-producing T cells have been proposed as essential components of protection. These individual elements are, however, not sufficient and other cell subsets and cytokines, including regulatory and inhibitory pathways, have been identified as playing important roles. Recently, peripheral blood profiling of BCG-vaccinated adult and infant cohorts and TB patients has brought into question the strength of association between protection and antigen-specific T-cell IFN-γ secretion or polyfunctional T-cell frequencies [28] . The protective immune response to TB is complex and multidimensional, and ultimately may not be quantifiable by linear scales of arbitrary immune response categories in the same way as antibody-mediated diseases.
An additional layer of complexity is added by the fact that human cellular immune responses are highly variable between individuals. A standard dose of an investigational TB vaccine typically induces 'lowest' and 'highest' IFN-γ ELISpot responses which differ by up to 100-fold [29, 30] . The optimal level of immunogenicity within this range and the threshold level (analogous to antibody titer) around which protection may succeed or fail is not known. On the one hand, this heterogeneity opens many potential avenues for investigating the genetic and other determinants of vaccination, and increases the prospects of a range of different vaccines working through different mechanisms being effective in different individuals. On the other hand, it confounds researchers' efforts to integrate, quantify and compare immune responses in small clinical trials. Comparison between vaccine candidates would also be ameliorated if greater harmonization of immunogenicity assays could be achieved in line with published findings and WHO panel recommendations [31, 32] .
Identifying correlates of protection
The third obstacle is that no models or biomarkers exist for predicting vaccine efficacy. This knowledge gap is intimately linked to our ignorance of protective host immune responses and is possibly the greatest roadblock in the journey ahead. It is a realistic prospect that the next 10 years could herald a novel licensed TB vaccine demonstrating protective efficacy without knowing its mechanism of protection and without the availability of a validated surrogate biomarker of protection. This would be the opposite scenario to that of the meningococcal vaccine mentioned earlier, but business as usual for TB because after 90 years, the mechanism by which the BCG vaccine mediates protection against disseminated disease is still not understood.
As the map of host M. tuberculosis immune networks identified through both animal and human studies continues to increase in complexity, innovative approaches will be needed to define immune mechanisms and identify biomarkers of protection. For one, the next years are likely to feature an expansion in the number of studies using unbiased transcriptomic approaches. These studies will take advantage of high-throughput microarray technology and pathway discovery databases to characterize TB and vaccine-induced changes in gene expression ex vivo at multiple time points. The differentially expressed biosignatures (genes or gene clusters) which associate strongly with protection are taken forward for further investigation. Not only could they shed light on new protective immune pathways worthy of study, they could also be proposed and ultimately qualify as correlates or surrogates of clinical TB outcomes [33] Such an unbiased, systematic, hypothesis-generating strategy brings clear advantages over and above classical a priori modes of investigation, and can be applied across the breadth of the host-pathogen relationship. Moreover, the small blood volumes required are appropriate for infants, which are the focus of most BCG and advanced-phase novel TB vaccine studies. There is considerable hope that transcriptomic and metabolomic approaches can help bridge the knowledge gap between the responses needed for protection and the responses vaccines are inducing [34] . Judging by the last 10 years, the next decade of technological advances will undoubtedly enable enormous progress in molecular biology and a harmonized strategy should be used in TB and parallel fields to maximize the sharing and interpretation of this powerful science.
As well as molecular methods, in vitro mycobacterial growth inhibition assays (GIAs) will have an increasing role to play in the coming years. In GIAs, peripheral blood (or components) of either infected or vaccinated subjects is incubated with mycobacteria and the extent of growth inhibition (i.e., mycobacterial killing) is quantified. These GIAs avoid immune mechanism selection bias because they assay the sum of all the parts of cellular immunity. As such, they may be expected to correlate with in vivo growth inhibition (i.e., efficacy), and could be developed for screening early stage vaccine candidates. They may also correlate with in vivo M. tuberculosis challenge in both small and large animal models, which could bridge another knowledge gap, namely our understanding of the utility of animal models for predicting human vaccine efficacy. A number of GIA protocols are in development and a current challenge is to standardize these for optimal comparison of data in future projects [35] [36] [37] [38] Another approach to achieving early stage vaccine down-selection, and to discovering a biomarker which correlates with protection, is the development of a human mycobacterial challenge model. Human pathogen challenge models exist for evaluating vaccines for a number of other infectious diseases including malaria, influenza, typhoid and dengue [39] [40] [41] [42] . Although the use of virulent M. tuberculosis as an experimental challenge in humans raises several ethical and safety concerns, M. bovis BCG, a closely related live Mycobacterium, is currently licensed for human use. Thus, a BCG challenge model is being developed which uses intradermal BCG as a surrogate for aerosol M. tuberculosis, and which assumes that a vaccine that protects against M. tuberculosis should also quantifiably inhibit intradermal BCG growth. The latter is assayed by skin biopsy at the BCG 'challenge' site. A preliminary study demonstrated a significant reduction in BCG CFUs by quantitative PCR in subjects with prior BCG vaccination compared with Review controls [43] . Further optimization and evaluation of this promising model, and translation into experimental animals (nonhuman primate, mouse) and naturally exposed animals ( cattle), is ongoing. In parallel, recent efforts to engineer specifically attenuated strains of M. tuberculosis safe enough for human use could eventually lead to an aerosol human M. tuberculosis challenge model.
Optimizing vaccine delivery
Identifying a product that demonstrates satisfactory protective efficacy is a central but not exclusive goal of the TB vaccine pipeline. Numerous other parameters will need to be addressed before an optimized product can be recommended for mass deployment. These include determination of the best dose, dosing intervals, formulation (including constituents and adjuvants), route of administration as well as potential interactions with other vaccines. If a combination of two or more novel vaccines might predictably enhance efficacy, their combined administration will also need to be evaluated. The coadministration of MVA85A with vaccines in the WHO's Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI) has been assessed in Gambian infants [44] . This showed no effect of MVA85A on the level of humoral immunity induced by existing licensed vaccines in the EPI schedule, but did show a reduction in the cellular immunogenicity of MVA85A. The clinical significance of this reduced immunogenicity is unclear as the coadministered group still developed Antigen-85A-specific immune responses. Whether a higher MVA85A dose could overcome this and whether this effect may be generic amongst T-cell-inducing vaccines is not known.
The choice of delivery route for a new TB vaccine may significantly impact on its immunogenicity and efficacy. Established options include intradermal injection by the Mantoux technique like BCG, and intramuscular injection as employed by the majority of currently licensed vaccines. Of particular relevance to TB is the prospect of vaccine delivery by the pulmonary route. Matching route of infection to route of immunization makes strong biological sense and is backed up by both preclinical challenge experiments of TB vaccines and by clinical experience with other mucosally administered vaccines including polio, influenza and measles. Needle-free strategies such as inhaled aerosol vaccination are highly attractive. The first ever clinical trial of inhaled aerosol delivery of a viral vector vaccine is currently ongoing (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01497769) [105] .
Adjuvant technology is also experiencing a period of growth and novel recombinant protein TB vaccines are being reformulated in new generation adjuvants as they progress through the clinical pipeline [14, 45] . As questions about formulation, delivery and dosage begin to be addressed alongside primary product evaluation, it will be of enormous benefit to the field as a whole in the coming years if the conclusions can in part be generalized between vaccines and vaccine types, preventing the need for repetitive noninferiority studies. This highlights the need for both positive and negative results to be widely shared in the research community, and pinpoints another crucial role for a future surrogate or correlate of protection that could be used to make multiple early stage comparisons between all the relevant variables prior to embarking on a full scale clinical development program. A further consideration is that diverse correlates may ultimately be required for assessing different constructs in different target populations.
Adapting to the future
As if the current obstacles facing the TB field were not sufficiently challenging, future research agendas will also need to be highly adaptable. The next 10 years are likely to see changes in TB (and HIV) epidemiology, further evolution and diversity of M. tuberculosis strains (including drug-resistant strains), modifications of BCG policy, the introduction of new vaccines and therapies for other relevant infectious diseases as well as transformation of socioeconomic and political climates in the highest burden countries. Novel research tools will also transform the field. It will be crucially important to avoid thinking of M. tuberculosis in isolation, but instead do so in the changing context of other mycobacteria, helminths, globally important pathogens such as HIV and malaria, any new vaccines introduced as well as the enormous diversity of its natural hosts.
The next 10 years: addressing the resource & strategy gaps
The first Phase IIb efficacy trials of novel TB vaccines are very likely to be completed in the next few years. This will be a remarkable achievement considering the multiple barriers to success and will represent an important proof-of-principle milestone for the field. As well as informing the design and feasibility of subsequent Phase IIb studies, the true cost and effort required for even larger scale Phase III trials will be brought into focus. This is crucial, for as long as the early down-selection of vaccine candidates is hampered by a lack of immunological tools, vaccines with promising Phase I safety and immunogenicity will need to be directed undifferentiated down the development pipeline. Progress along this translational research pathway would be facilitated by a long-term coordinated program of capacity building in field sites of high TB incidence. The pathway will need to integrate with upstream preclinical and Phase I facilities, as well as with downstream stakeholders including regulatory bodies, manufacturers and national public health organizations. Examples of priority areas might include improving regulatory pathways to shorten review timelines, standardizing clinical and immunological end points for trials, determining pricing, distribution and access solutions for a marketable product and embedding basic science research (particularly on correlates of protection) within all efficacy trials.
At the same time, a globally concerted TB vaccine research program needs to address deficiencies in knowledge of TB pathogenesis and immunology in conjunction with next-generation vaccine design. This will require a higher degree of effective collaboration and harmonization without compromising the enormous richness of innovative potential or diversity of scientific approaches. Nevertheless, academic institutions, industrial partners and governments ultimately share an objective in common, which is to deploy a protective TB vaccine in a resource-poor setting. Therefore, improved efforts to acquire, share and translate knowledge should be made between individual investigators and institutions. The united agenda must include investment in Review multisite prospective studies of TB infection and disease and/or vaccination in both infants and adults. Their purpose will be to characterize and integrate clinicopathological and immunogenetic phenotypes in sample sizes large enough and over long enough time intervals to accurately and completely define the host M. tuberculosis relationship [46] . Human tissue samples from these studies will need to be carefully planned, collected, stored and apportioned in a maximally informative way. The most efficient approach may be to incorporate these studies within anticipated Phase III trials of novel TB vaccines, for which enormous financial and political motivation will be required.
If the annual number of research articles published about TB vaccines can be taken as a crude indicator of overall progress in the field, the recent decline is disturbing (Figure 2) . Funding for TB research has also declined recently and contrasts poorly with research for other potentially vaccine-preventable pathogens such as HIV and malaria [47] . In the current turbulent economic context, traditional donors are less likely to increase funding. Yet global health and economic growth are intimately related, and TB control can be thought of as an indicator of global developmental progress [48] . Thus, increased commitment from international organizations and governments as well as private funders is warranted. Innovative sources of financing also need to be identified to secure continued investment over the next 10 years of TB vaccine research and sustain the momentum gathered in the last ten. Partnerships across vaccine-preventable communicable diseases should be strengthened to maximize efficiency and increase knowledge sharing. Crucially, without a substantial scale-up of coordinated research activities, the ambitious Millennium Development Goal and Global Plan to Stop TB targets will not be met.
Expert commentary & five-year view
By virtue of the achievements of the last decade of TB vaccine research, the field is now poised to bridge the void between immunogenicity of novel vaccines and potential efficacy for the first time. The vaccine development pipeline of the next 5-10 years will be shaped partly by the success or failure of the leading candidates, and partly by the extent of progress in addressing the fundamental knowledge gaps highlighted in this review. Our objectives will be honed as a result of a deeper understanding of the science of the host-pathogen relationship, pinpointing exactly what is immunologically required of an effective novel vaccine and how correlates of protection could be developed. Although it is too early to anticipate how many more vaccine candidates and clinical trials will be required, the need for continued and increased financial and infrastructural investment to ultimately control TB by vaccination is justified. Subtle changes to the ways we work and interact as scientists, centralizing our efforts while championing individual creative endeavor, also need to be explored. The first Blueprint for Tuberculosis Vaccine Development published in 2000 predicted "at least 20 years until the candidate vaccines that are most likely to be safe and protective are implemented globally" [4] . If this speculation is to be believed, then the next decade, the 'Decade of Vaccines', will herald even greater achievements than the last [106] . 
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Key issues
• Major progress in TB vaccines has been made in the last 10 years.
• Approximately a dozen TB vaccine candidates are currently in clinical evaluation.
• TB vaccine candidates include live mycobacterial vaccines to replace BCG and subunit vaccines to boost BCG.
• The next generation of TB vaccine candidates includes innovative vectors, antigens and adjuvants.
• Major challenges over the next 10 years include:
-Identifying immunological correlates of vaccine-induced protection; -Determining the predictive value of preclinical animal models; -Optimizing aspects of vaccine delivery; -Increasing capacity to carry out and fund efficacy trials.
• Continued progress requires sustained financial investment, technological advancement and synergistic collaboration.
• Preclinical study demonstrating the ability of a recombinant Mycobacterium smegmatis strain expressing the ESX3 gene from M. tuberculosis known as IKEPLUS to protect mice against M. tuberculosis challenge. • Innovative preclinical approach aiming to model human TB disease patterns by studying a cohort of guinea pigs exposed to exhaust air from a hospital TB inpatient ward. 
